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Abstract

The present paper examines trade liberalization driven by the co-
ordination of product standards. For oligopolistic firms situated in
separate markets that are initially sheltered by national standards,
mutual recognition of standards implies entry and reduced profits at
home paired with the opportunity to start export sales. In contrast,
harmonization, in particular the prospect that ones own national
(but not the foreign) standard becomes the only globally accepted
standard, opens the foreign market without balancing entry at home.
We study these scenarios in a reduced form lobby game with two
countries and three firms, where firms first lobby for the policy co-
ordination regime (harmonization versus mutual recognition), and
subsequently in case of harmonization the global standard is auc-
tioned among the firms. We discuss welfare e↵ects and conclude
with policy implications. In particular, harmonized standards may
fail to harvest the full pro-competitive e↵ects from trade libaralisa-
tion compared to mutual recognition, moreover, the issue is most
pronounced in markets featuring price competition.
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1 Introduction

Market integration in general and trade liberalization within di↵erent sectors in
particular is high on the political agenda. It is formalized and institutionalized
both in regional trade agreements like e.g. the EU with the Internal market
and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and world wide in
the activities of the WTO. It is commonly accepted that market integration
increases e�ciency by inter alia introducing cross-border competition. More
recently – and very pronounced in the ongoing US-EU trade talks – the coordi-
nation and removal of regulatory di↵erences and technical standards, so called
non-tari↵ measures (NTMs), is high on the agenda.1 Empirical work finds that
such NTM’s create substantial costs for firms are on the raise and constitute
today far larger barriers to trade than the remaining tari↵s (e.g. Chen, 2004;
Anderson and van Wincoop, 2004; WTO, 2005, 2012).2

In this paper we analyze the international coordination of product standards
as a policy tool for economic integration. Felbermayr and Jung (2011) analyze
technical barriers to trade in a model with heterogeneous firms. They focus on
haw technical barriers e↵ect firm productivity. Orefice et al. (2012) provide a
detailed overview and novel empirical evidence on the gains from such coordina-
tion across countries. What is central for our point of interest is, that standards
– since they are technical in nature – are typically formed in close cooperation
with industry. This opens for a highly relevant – but thus far unexplored –
political economy dimension of the international coordination of standards.

The introduction and removal of import/export taxes and subsidies have
since the seminal contribution of Grosmann and Helpmann (1994) routinely
been viewed through the lenses of political economy mechanisms. Related to
this Limao and Tovar (2011) show both theoretically and empirically how the
emergence and raise of ine�cient NTMs (even if more e�cient export tari↵s are
available) can be linked back to political economy mechanisms and the aim to
redistribute resources to special interest groups. Thus while the emergence of
trade polices and tari↵ liberalisation as influenced by industry interests has been
addressed in the economic literature, the potential pitfalls and special features of
the international coordination of standards (in the presence of industry interests)
has to the best of our knowledge not been examined.

The present paper attempts to close this gap. Central to the debate is the
existence of two distinct real-world liberalization schemes in the domain of inter-
national coordination of standards and regulations, namely mutual recognition
and harmonization. The principle of mutual recognition stipulates that if a
standard is approved in one country it is accepted in all participating countries,
hence this allows all firms to sell on all markets, and we expect market opening
and entry on every market. The principle of harmonization operates di↵erently,

1Similarly, within the EU recently new initiatives are taken to strengthen the integration
process and stimulate growth through new actions in the Single Market Act, the so called
Single Market Act I (of April 2011) and Single Market Act II (of October 2012).

2The book by Maskus and Wilson (2001) provides a broad introduction on both theoretical
and empirical approaches to technical barriers and trade.
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in as far as the participating countries agree on one standard as the new com-
monly agreed standard. For all practical purposes, previous national standards
do prevail – at least in the medium run, but what is important is that trade
across borders only occurs with products fulfilling the harmonized standard, see
e.g. EU Ref, Orefice et al. (2012), and other empirical works.

The present paper shows that pairing these two archetypes of policy tools
with the strategic interaction of firms under imperfect competition, and the firms
ability to influence the political process surrounding liberalization results in a
series of previously unnoted e↵ects. For example, in our set-up the direction
of trade triggered by the coordination of standards may go from the higher
concentrated, higher price country to the more competitive lower price country.
Moreover, in several constellations only part of the potential welfare gains from
liberalization will be harvested. Furthermore, we show that the pitfalls of the
international coordination of standards are more pronounced under Bertrand
competition. Finally, we find that mutual recognition is more robust in terms
of avoiding the welfare losses stemming from the influences of industry interests
on trade policy.

We present a simple two country model with three firms. In one country
there is only a monopolist supplier of a given di↵erentiated good and the other
country has two firms in operation. In some initial situation both countries have
separate product standards and we assume fixed costs of compliance or man-
ufacturing two separate product lines to be so high that no trade between the
two countries takes place. Both countries agree to liberalize trade, while the two
established domestic standards prevail for the respective home market through-
out, however either one (harmonized standard) or both (mutual recognition) of
the existing standards can become the global and thus tradable standard(s).
Hence, with a harmonized standard we observe one-way trade, while with the
mutual recognition regime two-way trade takes place. From the firms perspec-
tive, having foreign receive the harmonized standard amounts to market entry
without the simultaneous opportunity to export.

We cast our analysis as a simple reduced form lobby game, where the firms
willingness to pay, which is determined by the profit di↵erences under di↵er-
ent scenarios define the various outcomes.3 First, first lobby for the policy
regime under which the international coordination of standards takes place, ei-
ther harmonized standards or mutual recognition. Subsequently, in case of the
harmonized regime, the global standard is auctioned among the three firms.
Solving the game backwards we find that both under Cournot and Bertrand
competition, the Monopolist would win the auction ensuring that his domestic
standard becomes the global standard, since this preserves his monopoly profit

3In order to focus on the problem at hand, we do not explicitly model the political economy
set-up, but the well known formalizations from Grosmann Helpmann (1994) or the structure
provided in Limae and Tovar (2011) lend ample motivation to the mechanisms we have in
mind. For the present paper all policy decisions are simply auction to the highest bidding
firm. Thua who ever as the deepest pocket winns first the bid for the coordination regime and
subsequently in if a harmonized standard regime is taking place, winns the bid for his standard
becoming the tradable standard. Simmilarly, we envisage some collective action problem on
the consumer side, such that only the firms perspectives and profits are considdered.
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at home. However, in the case of Cournot competition, although the duopoly
firms would lose the auction of a global standard in the harmonized standard
coordination regime, they will win the first period lobby game and ensure that
mutual recognition becomes the policy regime of the international coordination
of standards. The driver is, that the firms in the country with duopoly gain so
much from two way trade (their home market moves from two to three firms,
compared to accessing an entirely new market) that this gain is larger than
the monopolist moving from being monopolist in one country to becoming an
oligopolist in two countries. Hence, according to our model mutual standards
should be the rule. In contrast, once firms compete in price instead our model
shows that the lobby game will favor the monopolist and result in the harmo-
nized standards policy regime. The duopolistic firms, under price competition,
have little to gain from keeping the third firm out nor are profits on the foreign
market attractive under the fiercer Bertrand competition.

We compute welfare results and conclude with policy implications. In par-
ticular, harmonized standards will not harvest the full welfare gain compared to
mutual recognition, moreover, the issue is most pronounced in markets featur-
ing price competition, and less pronounced if products are highly di↵erentiated.
We relate our finding to recent evidence from electricity trade in Europe.

The paper is structured as follows. Section two lays out the model. In
section three the results are presented. The results are discussed and put into
perspective in section four. Section five concludes.

2 The model

We set up a simple two country model, where the countries di↵er in the ini-
tial market structure in therm of the strength of competition and in terms of
their domestic product standards. In country A the market is characterized by
monopoly whereas in country B the market form is characterized by duopoly.
Products can trade freely (no tari↵s or transport costs) internationally, but they
have to live up to government set product standards in the destination market.
In the initial situation, all products constitute legal domestic standard in their
respective home countries and thus there is no trade. And trade liberalization
comes about by coordinating their product standards of the two countries.

In order to focus on the e↵ects of di↵erent liberalization regimes, we keep
the overall number of firms constant and we only consider situation where the
costs to a firm for implementing the foreign standard are prohibitively high, i.e.
we consider a parameter range for which all firms stay in operation and only
produce according to their initial domestic standard. Obviously the case where
firms, – subject to some sunk costs – can start production according to the
foreign standard, will result in trade and firms producing according to multiple
standards for low enough sunk costs. In the present paper we stay with the
empirically relevant case, where sunk costs are so sizable, that standards are
in fact barriers to trade and accordingly there is room for the coordination of
standards to be a trade facilitating tool.
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What looks like a extremely simple set-up turns out to arrive at a rich set
of results, once we consider the strategic interaction of firms surrounding their
favorite liberalization regime, and once we examine the implications of Cournot
and Bertrand competition respectively. In essence the liberalisation of product
standard driven trade barriers can from the firm perspective result in two things.
Firstly it can open up the foreign market that previously could not be accessed
by the firm. Secondly, it can result in an extra competitor showing up on the
firms domestic market, pushing the market structure from monopoly to duopoly
or from duopoly to oligopoly.

Consumers in the two countries are identical with respect to their prefer-
ences. Consumers love variety and consume a variety of brands if possible. We
assume in the background a model of product di↵erentiation with a quadratic
and strictly concave utility function similar to Spence (1976) . Furthermore to
keep the model tractable, we assume that the degree of product di↵erentiation
between each pair of varieties is the same. The mode can easily be extended to
include a homogenous goods sector. As long as there are no income e↵ects in the
imperfect competitive sector we can perform a partial equilibrium analysis for
our industry in question. We analyze both Cournot competition and Bertrand
competition within the same model.

The inverse demand for a firm i is, for example, given by:

pi = ↵� �(qi + �qj + �qk) (1)

where qi, qj , qk are the quantities of three firms and p the price. The pa-
rameter �(0  �  1) measures how the consumers perceive the products to
be di↵erentiated. For � = 0 we have maximum product di↵erentiation; i.e.
products are distinct and do in fact not competing on the same market. In the
other extreme where � = 1 products are homogeneous. The demand function in
equation (1) gives demand for product i under monopoly by setting qj = qk = 0
and demand under duopoly by setting qk = 0.

Naturally, in this setup the firms have opposing interest as to the nature
and extend of international coordination in product standards, while firms in
general would prefer their own products standard to also apply in foreign, they
prefer the foreign standard to not be accepted in their own home country. How-
ever, the firms ability and willingness to lobby for a certain liberalization regime
di↵ers. The two relevant changes to the product standard system that we con-
sider are: i) a harmonized standard and ii) mutual recognition. A harmonized
standard captures situations where the two countries agree to set up a uniform
standard which every firm must live up to, if it wants to trade its products inter-
nationally, i.e. products fulfilling the harmonized standard can be sold in both
countries, while products fulfilling only a domestic standard are untradable,
but the domestic standards prevail.4 In our setup, the harmonized standard is
one (model endogenously determined) of the existing three products. In other
words, the standard of one of the countries becomes the global standard and

4This is in line with the European policy practice where harmonized standards are volun-
tary.
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the products of the firms fulfilling this standard will be traded, while all other
products can only sell at their domestic market. In contrast mutual recognition
reflects the situation where the countries agree that any standard existing in
any one country automatically also is approved in the other country. Hence
with mutual recognition all firms can sell on all markets.5

As discussed in the introduction, technical standards and product standards
often emerge out of some form of cooperation between the industry in question
and the government. We capture this institutionalized lobby game in reduced
form. Firms first have to lobby for the liberalisation regime (harmonized or
mutual), and in case of the harmonized standard they have to lobby for their
domestic standard becoming the harmonized (tradable) standard (obviously a
similar setup could be used in order to capture how the initial domestic stan-
dards have emerged). We solve this model backwards, and abstract from the
details of the game and lobby process, and instead simply compute maximum
bids for the firms. This corresponds to an standard decision in an auction set-
up where firms can make a bid for first the liberalisation regime they prefers
and – in case of a harmonized standard regime – they can bid for their own
standard becoming the harmonized and thus tradable standard. The preferred
type of liberalisation and the size of the auction bid di↵ers among firms and
depends on the market structure. The final liberalization regime is determined
endogenously in the model and depends on the deep parameters of the model.

The market structure will change according to which firms/country wins the
di↵erent auctions. Thus country after the type of standard is determined. Pos-
sible market structures are the following. In country A, a new firm from country
B may enter the market with its product and hence, a duopoly will emerge. In
country B an oligopoly with three firms may be the outcome.

We make the analysis both in the case of Cournot and Bertrand competi-
tion. From the demand function given in (1) we can easily derive the standard
equilibrium results for price, quantity and firm profit under monopoly, duopoly
and with three firms.

In the case of monopoly we get:

pmon = (c+ ↵)/2 (2)

qmon = Qmon = (↵� c)/2� (3)

⇡mon = (↵� c)2/4� (4)

In the case with two and three firms we distincquish between Cournot and
Bertrand competition. First we analyze the case of Cournot competition.

5This reflects the situation of the Single market program.
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2.1 Cournot competition

The standard market equilibrium for a duopoly is:

pduoC = (c+ ↵+ �c)/(2 + �) (5)

qduoC = (↵� c)/(2 + �)� (6)

QduoC = 2(↵� c)/(2 + �)� (7)

⇡duoC = (↵� c)2/(2 + �)2� (8)

The standard market equilibrium in the case of three firms is:

ptrioC = (c+ ↵+ 2�c)/2(1 + �) (9)

qtrioC = (↵� c)/2(1 + �)� (10)

QtrioC = (↵� c)/(1 + �)� (11)

⇡trioC = (↵� c)2/(1 + �)24� (12)

Given the market equilibrium consumers’ and producers’ surplus are found.
They are shown in appendix XX.

2.1.1 Harmonized Standards

We solve the model backwards. Firms bid for their own standard becoming
the harmonized and thus tradeable standard. The maximum gain from winning
the harmonized standard is found by comparing the changes in firms profit
when going from one market structure to another; e.i. going from monopoly
to duopoly and from duopoly to the situation with three firms. The maximum
gain from winning the harmonized standard for a monopoly firm is given by:

BidmaxmonC = ⇡mon+⇡trioC�⇡duoC = (c�↵)2(4+�(4+�)(2+�(2+�)))/4�(1+�)2(2+�)2

(13)
The maximum gain for a duopoly firm is:

BidmaxduoC = ⇡duoC+⇡duoC�⇡trioC = (c�↵)2(4+�(12+7�))/4�(1+�)2(2+�)2

(14)
By comparing (13) and (14) we can show that (13) is larger than (14) for

� > 0.58. 6 Hence, for su�ciently large � the monopolist wins the standard
auction and pays an amount corresponding to the maximum gain given in (14),
while for very small � one of the duopolist’s will win the auction and pay the
amount corresponding to (13). Note that for very small � these are two di↵erent
products, and the duopolist starting a new market abroad generates more profits
than the monopolist entering a market where already two firms are present. Put

6The critical � is defined by 4 + �(4 + �)(2 + �(2 + �)) = 4 + �(12 + 7�).
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di↵erently, with low �products are so di↵erentiated that the monopolist does not
need to protect his market by imposing his standard (and hence avoid foreign
entry).

We focus on the case with su�ciently large � for the reminder, because for
very small � this is like separate product markets. The change in profits for a
single firm where the monopoly firm wins the bid is given by:

�⇡monCHarmonized = (⇡mon + ⇡trioC �BidmaxduoC)� ⇡mon

= �(c� ↵)2�(4 + 3�)/2�(1 + �)2(2 + �)2 (15)

�⇡duoCHarmonized = ⇡trioC � ⇡duoC

= �(c� ↵)2�(4 + 3�)/4�(1 + �)2(2 + �)2 (16)

By comparing the two equations we see that the upper expression is larger
than the lower; hence the monopolist looses more from economic integration in
terms of harmonized standards than one duopolist does.

2.1.2 Mutual Standards

In this case all firms are allowed to sell on all markets. The change in profits
for a single firm is:

�⇡monCMutual = 2⇡trioC � ⇡mon = (c� ↵)2(1� �(2 + �))/4�(1 + �)2 (17)

�⇡duoCMutual = 2⇡trioC � ⇡duoC = (c� ↵)2(2� �

2)/2�(1 + �)2(2 + �)2 (18)

By inspection of the two equations it is seen that the monopolist dislike
mutual standards (the upper expression is negative for large �; i.e� > 0.41
). On the other hand, a duopoly firm always likes integration with mutual
standards compared to autarky. It is due to the fact, that the firm gains access
to a new market while at home the loss is limited because it ”only” goes from
two to three firms.

It is now possible to analyze which firm that prefers the favorite mode
of standard the most by looking at the di↵erences in the profit changes in
the two regimes for the two types of firms. For the monopoly firm we have
that RegimeprefmonC = �⇡monCHarmonized ��⇡monCMutual = (c� ↵)2(�4 +
�(4 + �))/4�(2 + �)2 and for a duopoly firm we have that RegimeprefduoC =
�⇡duoCMutual��⇡duoCHarmonized = (c�↵)2/4�(1+�)2. It is evident that the
monopolist di↵erence in the two standard regimes is smaller than the di↵erence
for one duopoly firm; hence mutual standards will be the rule.
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2.2 Bertrand competition

Using standard methods we inverted the inverse demand functions given in ()
to get the direct demand. The calculations are done in a separate appendix
available from the authors by request. The standard market equilibrium for
Bertrand duopoly is given by:

pduoB = (c+ ↵� ↵�)/(2� �) (19)

qduoB = (↵� c)/(2� �)�(1 + �) (20)

⇡duoB = (c� ↵)2(1� �)/(�2 + �)2(1 + �)� (21)

The market equilibrium in the case of three firms with Bertrand competition
is given by:

ptrioB = (c+ ↵� ↵�+ c�)/2 (22)

qtrioB = (↵� c)(1 + �)/2(� + 2��) (23)

⇡trioB = (c� ↵)2(1� �

2)/4(� + 2��) (24)

2.2.1 Harmonized Standards

Again we solve the model backwards. Firms bid for their own standard becoming
the harmonized and thus tradeable standard. The maximum gain from winning
the harmonized standard is found by comparing the changes in firms profit
when going from one market structure to another; e.i. going from monopoly
to duopoly and from duopoly to the situation with three firms. The maximum
gain from winning the harmonized standard for a monopoly firm is given by:

BidmaxmonB = ⇡mon + ⇡trioB � ⇡duoB

= (c�↵)2(4��(�4+�(2+�(4+(�5+�)�))))/4�(�2+�)2(1+�)(1+2�) (25)

The maximum gain for a duopoly firm is given by:

BidmaxduoB = ⇡duoB + ⇡duoB � ⇡trioB

= 1/4(c� ↵)2(8(1� �)/�(�2 + �)2(1 + �) + (�1 + �

2)/(� + 2��)) (26)

By comparing the two equations it is evident, that for large enough � (i.e.
� > 0.54) the monopolist wins the standard auction and pays and amount
corresponding to (26). The change in profits for a single firm in the case of
large enough � (such that the monopolist wins) is

�⇡monBHarmonized = (⇡mon + ⇡trioB �BidmaxduoB)� ⇡mon

= �(c�↵)2�(4+�(�1+�(�1+(�3+�)�)))/2�(�2+�)2(1+�)(1+2�) (27)

�⇡duoBHarmonized = ⇡trioB � ⇡duoB
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= 1/4(c� ↵)2(4(�1 + �)/(�(�2 + �)2(1 + �)) + 1�2

/(� + 2��)) (28)

By inspection of the two equations it is evident that both types of firms loose
from integration, but the monopolist looses the most.

2.2.2 Mutual Standards

In this case all firms are allowed to sell on all markets. The change in profits
for a single firm is:

�⇡monBMutual = 2⇡trioB � ⇡mon

= (c� ↵)2(1� 2�(1 + �))/48� + 2��) (29)

�⇡duoBMutual = 2⇡trioB � ⇡duoB

= 1/2(c� ↵)2(2(�1 + �)/�(�2 + �)2(1 + �) + (1� �

2)/(� + 2��)) (30)

It is now possible to analyze which firm that prefers the favorite mode of
standard the most by looking at the di↵erences in the profit changes in the
two regimes for the two types of firms. For the monopoly firm we have that
RegimeprefmonB = �⇡monBHarmonized � �⇡monDMutual = (c � ↵)2(�4 +
�(8 + (�3 + �)�))/4�(�2 + �)2(1 + �) and for a duopoly firm we have that
RegimeprefduoB = �⇡duoBMutual��⇡duoBHarmonized = (c�↵)2(1�phi

2)/4(�+
2��). By comparing the two expressions it is evident that the monopolist is will-
ing to bid the most to get a regime of harmonized standards under Bertrand
competition for � > 0.72.

3 Results

Figure 1 illustrates the main conclusion of our analysis.7 The upper two panels
show the firms’ willingness to pay for their preferred regime of standard co-
ordination, i.e. the first stage of the lobby process. Whereby the monopolist
favors a harmonization of standards while a duopoly firm will lobby for mutual
recognition. The lower panels show for the case of harmonization – with only
one globally traded standard – a firms willingness to pay for making it’s existing
product standard the globally traded (i.e. harmonized) standard.

Starting with the situation of Cournot competition, we note, that although
the monopoly firm would win the bid for making its standard the global standard
when products are su�ciently homogenous (� > 0.58), it is one of the duopoly
firms that dominates the first stage, i.e. their willingness to pay for a regime of
mutual recognition is higher than the monopolists willingness to pay for making
harmonisation the coordination rule. The intuition is that for the monopolist,

7The curves shown are Regimepref

monC

, Regimepref

duoC

, Regimepref

monB

,
Regimepref

duoB

, Bidmax

monC

, Bidmax

duoC

, Bidmax

monB

, and Bidmax

duoB

. The plot
has set c = 1, ↵ = 5 and � = 2, but note that – as shown in the main text – the intersections
of curves are independent of ↵, � and c.
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the di↵erence between going from a monopoly at home plus an oligopoly abroad
(i.e. having harmonization and winning the standard) to being part of two
oligopolies (i.e. mutual recognition) is less than the di↵erence for a duopolist
firm from going from oligopoly at home (i.e. harmonization and the foreign
monopolist winning the standard) to two oligopolies (one at home and one
abroad).

Thus with an endogenous decision for deciding the coordination regime the
duopolist firms have so strong preferences in favour of the multilateral recogni-
tion regime (such that they have access to both markets) that no harmonization
auction takes places. This is the case despite the fact that there is a level of high
� such that the monopolist would win the auction for making his standard the
harmonized global standard. Thus in a situation, where the actual coordination
regime is exogenously determined, the lower left panel depicts that either the
Monoplist firms standard becomes the new harmonized standard for � > 0.58
else one of the duopolist wins. In the first case the duopoly market becoming a
oligopoly, while the monopoly market stays unchanged, and the trade flow will
go from the monopoly market to the market with initially two firms. In the
latter case (i.e. for lower �) one of the duopolists will win the auction and the
market situation becomes a duopoly in both countries, with goods flowing from
the initial duopoly market to the initial monopolistic market.

In the case, of Bertrand competition, the situation for an auction of the
global standard (assuming that a harmonization regime is chosen) resembles
that under Cournot competition, albeit the critical � is now slightly lower at
0.54. We do also immediately note in the lower right panel that the willingness
to pay falls dramatically once products become more homogeneous. This is
so, because price comeptition is a particularly harsh form of competition, and
with almost homogenous products, even with two firms will prices be close to
marginal costs. Accordingly, keeping the third firm out from the home market
(the motive of the duopoly firms when bidding for the harmonized standard) is
not creating much value to the firm.

Turning to the upper right panel, we see however, that under Bertrand
competition, it is not obvious which coordination regime will win. In fact for
su�ciently homogenous products (thus fierce competition, i.e. � > 0.72) the
monopolists wtp outperforms the duopolists wtp, arriving at a harmonization
regime. Notice also, that for this case the monopolists actually always will
win the bid for the global standard. In the interim range (� between 0.54
and 0.72) the Monopolist will loss the lobby game but would win the auction
for his standard becoming the global standard if harmonisation became the
coordination regime (say determined from some exogenous policy process).

Thus, unless products are su�ciently di↵erentiated the monopolist has un-
der Bertrand competition both the ability to win the policy game such that a
harmonized standard will enure and he will win the subsequent auction, such
that his domestic standard becomes the new and only internationally tradable
good. This situation occurs under Bertrand competition, allowing the monop-
olist to keep his home market uncontestable. For highly di↵erentiated products
the monopolist would not win the auction for his standard becoming the har-
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monized global standard. Here the goods are su�ciently di↵erentiated, such
that no agent wants to pay a lot of money to keep competition away, i.e. prod-
uct di↵erentiation allows all firms to act as small monopolist anyway. Now the
duopolists preference for mutual recognition dominates and becomes the out-
come of the policy game. Under Cournot competition, where firms in any case
have more room to generate profits, this later e↵ect (i.e. the insulation from
competition) is su�cient, such that the duopolists preferences determine the
policy game through out.

Cournot Bertrand
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Figure 1: Willingness to pay (Wtp) depending on � and mode of competition.

3.1 A remark on welfare

In the above framework with di↵erentiated products a comparison of welfare is
not meaningful, since the market size – and hence the total welfare potential
– increases in the degree of product di↵erentiation. However, the fundamental
mechanism that we have identified, in particular the di↵erent outcomes of a
coordination of standards as a means of NTM reduction under Bertrand and
Cournot competition respectively, occur also in the homogenous goods case
(simply setting � = 1 in the above). In the homogenous goods case a sim-
ple welfare measure is the sum of consumer surplus, producer surplus and the
lobby flows and auction bids that are paid by firms in the game.8. Comput-

8Note that we in e↵ect need not to include the later item explicitly, since it comes out of
the producer surplus.
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ing the welfare (w) for one individual market we have the following possibilities:
monopoly (M), duopoly (D), and oligopoly with three firms (O) under Bertrand
(B) and Cournot (C) competition respectively, and have the standard ranking:
w

C
M = w

B
M < w

C
D < w

C
O < w

B
D = w

B
O . Composing from this the global welfare

W of the two countries under autarky, harmonization, and mutual recognition
we can accordingly state:

W

C
aut(= w

C
M + w

)

D < W

C
harmon(= w

C
M + w

C
O) < W

C
mut(= 2wC

O) (31)

W

B
aut(= w

B
M + w

B
D) < W

C
harmon(= w

B
M + w

B
O) < W

B
mut(= 2wB

O) (32)

Adding in the result from above we note: in the Cournote case, where the
mutual recognition is the likely outcome, the highest possible welfare level will be
achieve from the coordination of standards. In contrast with the mechanisms
studied here, we note that under Bertrand competition – where the system
settles on the harmonization regime – the full welfare potential of liberalization
through the removal of NTM will not be obtained.

4 Discussion and perspectives

What the above results imply is that countries are not symmetric in their ini-
tial level of competition (i.e. here monopoly and duopoly respectively), then
trade liberalization through the international coordination of standards may for
certain market conditions fail to harvest the full benefits. In particular, if the
market in question for liberalization is featuring price competition and a certain
degree of product di↵erentiation or if policy makers simply have decided to aim
at harmonized standards, than such liberalization may bring along some odd
results. Firstly, the standard and product that will become the tradable product
will be the initially higher priced product (note, that for the simple benchmark
of pure arbitrage trade, the goods would flow from the lower price market to the
higher price market). Secondly, and more importantly, the resulting trade flow
goes from the higher concentrated market to the lower concentrated market,
i.e. the pro-competitive e↵ect of trade liberalisation occurs to the market that
had the lesser problem, while the initially monopolistic market stays monopolis-
tic. These e↵ects will not take place for highly di↵erentiated products (because
strategic interaction between firms – the driver of these liberalization pit-falls
– is switch o↵) or if the international negotiations can pre-commit to mutual
recognition as the only means of coordination of standards.

Our results also hint at the easy of bringing about reductions in NTM, such
as the coordination of product standards. When the firms get their favorite
mode of the coordination regime through, they actually will have higher profits
subsequent to the liberalisation (i.e. they access a new market). Thus in princi-
ple industry is not against the concept of coordinating standards, however, the
tools by which this is achieved make a great di↵erence to the firms.

Several policy recommendation emerge. As a rule countries are not sym-
metric in their initial industry structure and feature di↵erent price levels and
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di↵erent degrees of industry concentration for industries that are sheltered from
international competition, through NTM. Nevertheless, territories with di↵erent
initial conditions for competition on a given product market can still benefits
from integrating their markets. International negotiations on the coordination
of standards should for markets featuring price competition and/or fairly ho-
mogenous products pre-commit to the tool of mutual recognition. Aiming at
harmonization standards should be reserved for markets that resemble compe-
tition in quantities or where product/producer di↵erentiation is high.

A caveat is in place. Our analysis ignores the fact that standards and tech-
nical regulations may well have emerged for good reasons – apart from the bad
reason of serving as a barrier to trade.

Clearly the most surprising insight form our analysis, is that since harmo-
nized standards open the possibility for one-way trade they may (driven by
strategic interaction) result in wrong-way trade. Namely, products flowing from
the highly concentrated, high price territory to the lower price higher compe-
tition territory. The European Electricity market has an intriguing example of
such wrong-way trade. Albeit not cast in a seting of product standards, limited
trans-national grid capacity, creats a very similar structure (and much richer
data).

5 Conclusions
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